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Testing the rocket Reichelt 1 : looking for weightlessness
© Basile de Gaulle
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Prototype of a wine bottle, Haut Bailly 2009, conceived for weightlessness conditions
© Veronika Pertseva
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“To broach this issue, ask around you what Space is, and see how, turn by turn, an
architect, a philosopher, an astronomer and a physicist will answer. Whatever…
let’s add an artist, a pilot and an engineer. And a priest, why not! Some see in Space
the future of man, while others read his past in it. It knows it is at once the sky’s
limit and the matter of the Universe, a gaseous environment, spiritual inspiration
for some and a sequence of complex equations for others. It incarnates at times
serenity, a ballet of noiseless stars, and at others chaos, when we know it to be the
theatre of the most violent of energy deluges. It is the cradle of a round body which
we inhabit, and the night time ceiling of the flat ground on which we live. The fullest thing and at once the emptiest thing we know.”
Octave de Gaulle
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Test rocket Reichelt 1 on the rooftops of Paris © Basile de Gaulle
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Octave de Gaulle, civilizing Space
Taking to the sky more than survival and laying the bases of a spatial ergonomics

From 11 December 2015 to 10 April 2016, the MADD,
Museum of Decorative Arts and Design, will be presenting Octave de Gaulle, Civilizing Space, the second
exhibition in the cycle of invitations to young design
graduates, thus asserting the institution’s support for
artistic creation.
This exhibition describes an experimental project,
being shown to the public for the first time.
The question about what happens in the sky has
imposed itself on humanity since earliest days. It traverses history, making no distinction between civilizations, until taking a much more concrete form in the
latter half of the 20tʰ century. The significant efforts
made by governments during the Second World War
massively mobilized scientists, industrialists and the
military to complete projects involving armaments and
sophisticated rockets, thus giving rise to major scientific progress headed towards Space. In the late 1950s,
the launch of the first American and Soviet satellites
marked the beginning of the Space Age. The intensive
media coverage of the successes and failures of the various space missions, challenges of power and might,
wielded then a tremendous influence over public opinion. Borders, glances and popular imagination shifted
beyond the clouds: the exploration of Space and its use
became a wonderful subject of future projection.
Seventy years later, we have almost managed to render
the interstellar trip banal, as we have installed research
labs in orbit. However, all these systems and devices
which take human beings far from their native Earth
are still conceived as survival capsules: austere and
functional, they simply meet psysiological needs.
Today, the advent of Space tourism, the project of a trip
to Mars and the boom in civil orbital aviation all invite
us to radically re-think the places and objects which
enable us to live in Space. Like the naval, automobile
and aeronautical industries in their day, we shall soon
be witnessing a change in the space industry. A transition towards a civilian Space Age.
For the past two years, Octave de Gaulle has been questioning these environments bequeathed by a Space
Age reserved for the military. Aware that civilians will
have other needs and other desires than scientists and
armies, he devises objects, shapes and places which

propose to accommodate the human being in his full
cultural dimension.
In 2013, when he presented his degree project, Distiller
One, including the prototypes of a spatial module and a
wine service, Constance Rubini, director of the MADD,
immediately grasped the quality of this young designer’s research. She suggested then that he exhibits
the fruit of his early works and share with the public
the many different sources of inspiration which have
led him to think about the everyday element in Space.
Because if engineers may have long known how to
create survival conditions in a weightless state, design,
which is finding its way into space stations, is now introducing sensitive answers going hand-in-hand with
life in orbit. So crowdedness, conviviality, privacy, isolation, removal from Earth and on-board comfort are
all so many new and decisive challenges. At the dawn
of this civilian Space Age, human factors - cultural and
psychological alike - are of much greater concern to
those involved in space flight than the traditional problems of pressure and oxygen.
How is one to have a glass of wine with friends in a
state of weightlessness? What environments encourage social interaction in the absence of weight and
orientation? What is the best position for reading,
looking at the sky or having discussions in Space?
These questions which underpin Octave de Gaulle’s
work invite us to look differently at Space, the fantasies informing it, and the often Spartan reality which
hallmarks it. The young designer’s body of research
work, drawings and experiments brings out practical
solutions and new shapes dictated by restrictions unknown on Earth.
The objects which come into being from his study are
the product of a real scientific rigour and particular attention to what are the foundations of human culture.
They lie at the crossroads of technology and dreams,
which is quite often the case when Space is involved.
In any event, these objects suggest that designers, who
have long been sidelined in the space race, in favour of
scientists, will be playing a major part in it tomorrow.
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Octave de Gaulle testing conditions of weightlessness © Lea Dall’Aglio

Previous page:
ESSOR 1 - a layout project for a spacial module in the ENSCI workshops
© Basile de Gaulle
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Visiting the exhibition

Located in a the stables wing of the mansion, the exhibition offers the public a chance to discover the challenges of a civilian Space dwelling (capsule), but also
those encountered by the designer, who conceives
these new Space forms from Earth.
How are we to re-create weightlessness to test objects? What changes when you fly freely? What physical
principles can we still rely on? These questions are all
issues to be resolved for designers, and they very often
call for inventing new work tools and lines of thinking.
The exhibition civilizing Space presents objects and arrangements designed for the small dwelling place in
an orbital Space station. Above all, it invites us to discover how, by dint of drawings, models, life-size tests,
at times crazy experiments and vast documentation,
Octave de Gaulle has approached the reality of Space.
During the visit, the public discovers a subjective and
experimental world. Around the pieces and images
presented on the ground floor, the designer shows the
facts, dreams, objects and literature which are the basis of his Space culture. The history of the first German
V2 missiles accordingly rubs shoulders with the imaginary forerunner flight of the famous comic strip Tintin,
On a marché sur la Lune / We Walked on the moon. Further
on, three original drawings by the industrial designer
Raymond Loewy (1893-1986), made in 1968 as part of a
study for NASA, describe the very first thinking about
the comfort of cosmic travelers. Sketches by Konstantin Tsiolkovsky (1857-1935), the brilliant father of Russian aeronautics, also describe the research he undertook for the preparation of the film The Cosmic Journey,
made in 1936 by Vasilli Zuravlev (1904-1987), and screened in the exhibition.
As quite often before, when Space is involved, the facts
intermingle somewhat with fiction, and before long
bring forth a story, somewhere between fantasies and
reality. This story gives rise to Octave de Gaulle’s first
forms. With an almost scientific rigour, the designer
then applies himself to making these objects work, objects which become refined and evolve as experiment
follows experiment. At the heart of the two spaces, a 1:1
Space module maquette presents close on 20 sq.m/215
sq.ft. arranged for weightlessness. This project, ESSOR
2 (a more finished version of the ESSOR 1 capsule presented as a degree project at the ENSCI—Les Ateliers,

which earned him a summa cum laude degree) represents a sort of gigantic sketchbook. By working on
a real scale, his own body enables him to dimension
the module’s different elements, so as to find ergonomic solutions in the absence of weight, direction, and
ground.
The first floor is devoted mainly to research processes.
Ideas, drawings and sketches are all presented following the different preparatory stages of each prototype. Here we discover how Octave de Gaulle has done
his utmost to re-create the conditions of weightlessness to observe the development of a particular form
of matter and its behaviour: an aquarium filled with
a shrewd mixture of water and alcohol to equal the
density of oil, or a camera fitted into a shell, and then
launched from the top of the cliffs of Etretat, in northern France, to give rise to a few seconds of weightlessness. All these recorded tests make it possible to
experience an original and unique adventure from its
tentative beginnings. The high point of the show is
probably the wine service for weightlessness which
Octave de Gaulle presented for the first time in 2013,
and which he is still developing today. This project
- a bottle and a glass - is emblematic of his aim to
create objects which enable people to take a bit of
their earthly culture into the skies.
To round off the exhibition, a short documentary made
by Baïkal Production and Entrel Productions presents
the overall project. Here the designer describes the genesis of the project, the different stages of his research,
as well as his vision of the dwelling place in Space. His
ideas are illustrated by images of the design of his objects, as well as weightlessness tests made by the astronaut Jean-François Clervoy in June 2015.
A mediation area is at hand so that younger visitors can
experiment in Octave de Gaulle’s footsteps.
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Octave de Gaulle in the ENSCI workshops © Basile de Gaulle
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Octave de Gaulle, guest designer

Born in 1987. Lives and works in Paris.
In 2007, Octave de Gaulle enrolled in the ENSCI-Les Ateliers (the Advanced National School
of Industrial Creation). He carried on his studies at the Politecnico in Milan and the Köln International School of Design (Cologne). In 2013, his final dissertation On a marché sur la tête
[We Walked on the Head] as well as his project Distiller One, enabled him to obtain a summa
cum laude degree.
Fascinated by Space as a field of very specific industrial creation, Octave de Gaulle realized
that Space holds a real challenge for designers : the absence of gravity forces us to re-think
almost all the forms we are acquainted with. The principles of ergonomics established on
Earth, for example, are for the most part invalid in Space, whereas sense, weight and reference verticality disappear. He thus imagines experimental procedures which enable him to
project himself into this faraway reality. For Octave de Gaulle, the outlines of a new design
praxis are soon traced out: between the restrictions and the tremendous opportunities offered by weightlessness, a new formal world emerges. As part of his degree, he made a special point of meeting submariners, and thus focused on collective life in cramped quarters.
His study about on-board conviviality culminated in a first emblematic project: a glass
(the Bulle) and a bottle of wine.
In 2014, the MADD decided to support Octave de Gaulle in the development of his project,
and offered him an exhibition at the end of 2015. With the museum’s help, he joined the
artist’s residency programme at the CNES -Space Observatory, and continued his research
work and his professional activity together with the British designer Matt Sindall.
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Images available for the press
Dowload the visuals using the dropbox link :
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/vdbxtt6mrd9d811/AAClGLUDwPsGaHYg217A8NEha?dl=0
and find the exhibition’s announcement teaser :
https://vimeo.com/11190696

ESSOR 1 project (detail), study model 1: 1 for the habitability of a spatial module
© Basile de Gaulle

ESSOR 1 project (detail), study model 1: 1 for the habitability of a spatial module
© Basile de Gaulle
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Bulle, utensil allowing to collect a small quantity of wine and to carry it to the
lips © Tanguy Masson

Bulle, utensil allowing to collect a small quantity of wine and to carry it to the
lips © Tanguy Masson
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Models of research for the drawing of the Bulle © Tanguy Masson

Model of research for the drawing of the Bulle © Tanguy Masson
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Test rocket Reichelt 1 on the rooftops of Paris © Basile de Gaulle

Octave de Gaulle about to send up the test rocket Reichelt 1
© Basile de Gaulle
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Octave de Gaulle testing conditions
of weightlessness © Lea Dall’Aglio

Test rocket Reichelt 1 after the crash
© Tanguy Masson

Detail of the inside of the test rocket Reichelt 1 © Tanguy Masson
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Manufacturing the first wine bottle prototype
© Tanguy Masson

Bottle of wine, Haut Bailly 2009, designed for weightlessness
© Veronika Pertseva
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Saturn five space station ability study, Raymond Loewy, 1968, private collection © DR

ESSOR 1 - a layout project for a spatial module in the ENSCI workshops
© Basile de Gaulle
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Construction of the spatial module in the ENSCI workshops
© Octave de Gaulle

Octave de Gaulle in the ESNCI
workshops © Basile de Gaulle

Octave de Gaulle © Mario Simon
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The Cosmic Journey,film, 1936, Vassili Zouravlev © C. Mettavant

The Cosmic Journey, film, 1936, Vassili Zouravlev © C. Mettavant
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Excerpt of Konstantin Tsiolkovski’s study sketchbook for the film The Cosmic
Journey, about 1930-35 © C. Mettavant

Excerpt of Konstantin Tsiolkovski’s study sketchbook for the film The Cosmic
Journey, about 1930-35 © C. Mettavant

Excerpt of Konstantin Tsiolkovski’s study sketchbook for the film The Cosmic
Journey, about 1930-35 © C. Mettavant
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Henrique Alvim-Corrêa, illustrations
realized for the French translation of
the H.G. Wells’s novel The War of the
Worlds, 1938 © DR

Henrique Alvim-Corrêa, illustrations
realized for the French translation of
the H.G. Wells’s novel The War of the
Worlds, 1938 © DR

A Trip to the Moon, film, 1902, Georges Méliès © DR
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Cosmic calendar concieved by the Portugese cartographer and cosmographe Bartolomeu Velho, 1568. Facsimile

Cover of the magazine Tit-Bits Science
Fiction Library

Cover of the magazine Tit-Bits Science
Fiction Library
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View of the Museum of Decorative Arts and Design © V. Pertseva - MADD
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The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design

The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design is installed in a private mansion built between
1775 and 1779 for the parliamentary councillor Pierre de Raymond de Lalande (1727-1787). After
the French Revolution, the building changed hands several times before being purchased
in 1880 by the City, which established its police department in it and built a prison there,
at the rear, where the garden had been. The prison will hold in the next future, the Design
Museum.
The museum conjures up a wealthy aristocratic Bordeaux residence of the late 18tʰ century. For the most part it has conserved its decorative woodwork and panelling, its original
parquet floors and the main staircase, with its banister representing a masterpiece of Bordeaux wrought iron work. In January 2013, Constance Rubini, who had been appointed director of the museum, asked the Supreme Council of the Museums of France (Haut Conseil
des Musées de France) to alter the museum’s name to the “Museum of Decorative Arts and
Design”, in order to give visibility to the institution’s wish to become an important place for
the diffusion of culture and design in France.
The dialogue between the decorative arts and design is an important challenge
In tandem with exhibitions devoted to the decorative arts, the museum is kick-starting
a new dynamic programme devoted to design and contemporary creation by, on the one
hand, complementing its collections and, on the other, inviting young and established designers to intervene and exhibit in the museum.
A Rich Programme
The MADD is establishing a lively contact with the public through encounters with different
people involved in the cultural world:
Thursdays at the Museum
Every Thursday, when the museum has closed, the Association of Friends of the Museum
of Decorative Arts and Design offers visitors a chance to discover a subject, in connection
with the collections and current events, in the form of an encounter, a lecture or a new
kind of visit. This programme, lasting about an hour, is extended by a convivial discussion
with the guest, around a glass of wine offered by the Crus Bourgeois du Médoc, partners for
Thursdays at the Museum. Within this rich and varied programme, one Thursday a month
is earmarked for design, thanks to the sponsorship of Habitat, in the Village au Meuble at
Mérignac.
Educational Encounters
The educational encounters, a new programme launched in 2015, offer 8-11 year olds a
chance to meet an artist and work with him or her for a three-day course. This is in fact an
opportunity for children to be directly in contact with recognized artists. The first meeting
has been held in October 2015 with the French typographer Philippe Millot, who teaches at
the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs. He has explained to the children what
writing is, how to use colour, why and how to construct the layout of a document, and
what its repercussions are on the understanding and reading of it. With the children, he did
thus broach the premises of a visual culture.
Junior Visits
On the third Sunday of each month, the Museum has introduced a Junior visit, aimed at
6-12 year olds. In this way, either accompanied or while their parents are making the most
of the visit reserved for adults, the children have access to a special and playful moment in
the permanent collections.
For each exhibition, a specific exhibition booklet is proposed to this young public. It is disigned to be completed by the young visitor who can take it for himself.
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The Timetable

Saturday, 10 October at 5.30 pm at Cap Sciences
A lecture titled Vivre dans l’espace, un défi pour l’architecture et le design (Living in Space, a challenge for architecture and design), with the participation of Octave de Gaulle as part of the
Village des Sciences and World Space Week.
Information: 06 46 39 56 48 or e.broussier@cap-sciences.net
Thursday 10 December at 7 pm at the MADD
Opening and presentation of the exhibition by Octave de Gaulle.
#JeudisduDesign
Wednesday 16 December, from 2.30 to 4 pm at the MADD : En route pour le futur
At a time when the first tourist space flights are being announced, with the introduction of
private orbiting flights, children aged between 6 and 11 are invited to discover the work of
Octave de Gaulle and try out living conditions in Space.
In January
Cap Sciences will propose a programme around life in Space.
Thursday 14 January 2016 at 6.30 pm at the MADD
Design Thursday with the participation of Octave de Gaulle and the astronaut Jean-François Clervoy
#JeudisduDesign
A Designer at the School
In partnership with the Canopé network—a network of creation and educational documentation, Octave de Gaulle will be present in several medium-level classes to present
his profession of designer and explain the different stages of his work around form and
materials.
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For their support, the Museum of Decorative Arts
and Design thanks the following:

Château Haut-Bailly
Patron of Honour
In the heart of the Graves region, standing on one of the highest points of the Garonne’s left
bank, the Château Haut-Bailly is one of Bordeaux’s oldest vineyards. This classified growth
(cru classé) is renowned for making outstanding wines.
The Château Haut-Bailly has been working with and supporting the Museum of Decorative
Arts and Design since 2014.
Fraysse & Associés
A faithful partner
The Société de Ventes Volontaires Fraysse & Associés offers inventorial and expert consultancy services. It works regularly for major prestigious international sales, covering 18th
century decorative arts and numismatics, by way of bibliophily and the arts of China. Fraysse
& Associés has been working with the Musée des Arts Décoratifs et du Design since 2015.
Patron of the exhibition
Addinsoft (XLSTAT)
Addinsoft is the publisher of XLSTAT, the data analysis software sequel for Excel, the most
widely used in the world. Every day, several hundred people download XLSTAT. Over the
years, this software has become the reference in the field of statistics and data analysis.
Exhibition partners
Cap Sciences
ENSCI – Les Ateliers
EBABX – Ecole d’Enseignement Supérieur d’Art de Bordeaux
Maison Mumm
Canopé – le réseau de création et d’accompagnement pédagogique

Partners and patrons of the Museum
Les Amis de l’hôtel de Lalande
Air France
Château de Launay
Château Nairac
Société de négoce DIVA
Le Chapon Fin

Partners for Thursdays at the Museum
Habitat, au Village du Meuble à Mérignac,
partenaire des Jeudis du design
Les Crus Bourgeois du Médoc,
partenaires des Jeudis du musée

Media partners
Station Ausone
Télérama

The exhibition is part of the programme
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Practical information

Exposition présentée du 11 décembre 2015 au 10 avril 2016 dans l’aile des communs.
Chargée de projet : Veronika Pertseva
Ouvert de 11h à 18h
Fermé les mardis et jours fériés (sauf 14 juillet et 15 août)
Plein tarif 5 € / tarif réduit 2,5 €
Tarif réduit à destination des demandeurs d'emploi, étudiants et groupes de plus
de 10 personnes.
Gratuité pour les Amis de l'hôtel de Lalande, les titulaires de la Carte Jeune (moins
de 16 ans) et leur accompagnateur, et les titulaires du Pass Musées Bordeaux
Visite commentée de l’exposition tous les samedis et dimanches à 15h
Tarif : le billet d’entrée + 3 €
Tarifs des Jeudis du musée : 8 €
5 € pour les Amis de l’hôtel de Lalande
Gratuit pour les étudiants
Musée des Arts décoratifs et du Design
39 rue Bouffard
33 000 Bordeaux
+ 33 (0)5 56 10 14 00
bordeaux.fr
Suivez le MADD
@MADD_Bordeaux #MADD_Bordeaux #CiviliserlEspace #OctavedeGaulle
Suivez Octave de Gaulle sur Twitter et Instagram @SpaceOct
Contacts presse:
Musée des Arts décoratifs et du Design
musad@mairie-bordeaux.fr / +33 (0)5 56 10 14 00
Veronika Pertseva
v.pertseva@mairie-bordeaux.fr / +33(0)5 56 10 14 13
Agence Claudine Colin Communication
Dereen O’Sullivan
dereen@claudinecolin.com / +33 (0)1 42 72 60 01
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